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Abstract—This paper presents a modular decomposition of crash-
tolerant and Byzantine-tolerant protocols for reaching consensus that
use the method introduced by the Paxos algorithm of Lamport and by
the viewstamped replication algorithm of Oki and Liskov. The consen-
sus protocol runs a sequence of epoch abstractions as governed by
an epoch-change abstraction. Implementations of epoch and epoch-
change that tolerate crash faults yield the consensus algorithm in Paxos
and in viewstamped replication. Implementations of epoch and epoch-
change that tolerate Byzantine faults yield the consensus algorithm in
the PBFT protocol of Castro and Liskov.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Greek island of Paxos has become famous in dis-
tributed computing for its consensus algorithm [1], a
leader-based protocol for reaching agreement among a
set of processes in the presence of faults. It was only
discovered some 20 years ago. Meanwhile the algorithm
has been deployed as a critical piece in several of the
world’s biggest information systems [2], [3], [4]. Like
many other Greek islands, Paxos is a nice location with
sandy beaches and picturesque scenery. It is thus hardly
surprising that many people have since traveled to Paxos
to investigate the secrets of its consensus algorithm [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].

The purpose of this trip is pedagogical: we give a mod-
ular decomposition of the Paxos consensus protocol. The
same algorithm also exists in the New World under the
name of viewstamped replication [14], and our description
covers it as well. Further variants of the Paxos protocol
have been developed that tolerate not only crashes but
arbitrary behavior of some processes, so-called Byzan-
tine faults. The most prominent example is the PBFT
protocol (for “Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance”) [15].
We explain how these two consensus protocols work
in a unified language and identify common building
blocks inherent in them. Our formulation relies on the
findings of another recent excursion to Paxos [13], which
uncovered the fundamental role of the so-called “weak
interactive consistency” primitive for Paxos consensus
tolerating Byzantine faults.

Our abstract consensus protocol relies on a dynam-
ically changing leader process that is supposed to be a
correct process eventually. The protocol is structured into
a sequence of epochs, which are started by an epoch-change
primitive. By implementing the epoch-change and epoch
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modules in the two failure models, tolerating crash faults
and Byzantine faults, we instantiate abstract consen-
sus to the Paxos protocol and to the PBFT protocol,
respectively. Our description also yields a formulation
of Byzantine consensus relying on an abstract eventual
leader-detector oracle (Ω), and we exhibit two slightly
different notions of Ω for the two failure models.

This text focuses on using leader-based consensus
algorithms for reaching agreement on a single ques-
tion; in their original incarnations, the Paxos protocol,
viewstamped replication, and the PBFT protocol address
the more general atomic broadcast problem. Atomic
broadcast corresponds to a sequence of such agreements
and lets the processes implement a fault-tolerant service
using replication [16], [17].

In summary, our contributions are:
1) A precise and modular description of Paxos-style

consensus protocols tolerating crash faults and
Byzantine processes.

2) An extension of the PBFT consensus protocol, in
which the leader does not simply rotate over all
processes, but is determined by an abstract leader-
detector oracle.

3) The formulation of abstract epoch-change and
epoch primitives, from which the Paxos and the
PBFT consensus protocols can be derived.

The paper continues in the next section by introducing
the model and prerequisites. Section 3 describes the two
main abstractions and a consensus protocol based on
them. Sections 4 and 5 show how to instantiate the
abstractions to obtain the Paxos and PBFT protocols,
respectively. Section 6 discusses related work.

2 MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 System Model
The system consists of n processes p1, . . . , pn. Up to
f of them may fail at some time by exhibiting crash
faults or by behaving arbitrarily (so-called Byzantine [18]
faults). We assume that crashes are final and processes
do not recover. We call a process correct until it fails and
faulty afterwards; these terms are dynamic and depend
on the time at which they apply. With crash faults, a
process is either forever correct or correct until it fails,
when it becomes faulty and no longer takes any steps.
With Byzantine faults, it means that all processes are
initially correct and that some of them become faulty at
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well-defined points during the execution, for example,
as the result of being corrupted by an attacker; this
corresponds to the notion of adaptive security from
cryptography [19]. These notions differ slightly from
the standard terminology used in the literature, but the
change allows for a unified definition of consensus for
crash faults and Byzantine faults.1

Every two correct processes can send messages to each
other using a point-to-point channel abstraction (speci-
fied below). The system is partially synchronous [21] in
the sense that there is no a priori bound on message
delays and the processes have no synchronized clocks,
but there is a time (not known to the processes) after
which the system is stable in the sense that message de-
lays and processing times are bounded. In other words,
the system is eventually synchronous.

2.2 Definitions
The algorithms in this paper implement uniform consen-
sus (with crash faults) and Byzantine consensus (with
Byzantine faults).

2.2.1 Uniform consensus
The goal of a consensus protocol is to agree on a common
value, despite the failure of some processes and the
unbounded delays of the communication channels.

A consensus protocol is invoked at every process by a
propose(v) event, containing an initial value v that the
process proposes for the decision. The protocol termi-
nates when it outputs an event decide(v) with a decision
value v. In a system with crash faults, uniform consensus
satisfies the following properties:
• Validity: If a process decides v, then v was proposed

by some process.
• Agreement: No two correct processes decide differ-

ently.
• Integrity: Every correct process decides at most

once.
• Termination: Every permanently correct process

eventually decides some value.
Note this defines uniform consensus [20] through our
notion of “correct” processes.2

2.2.2 Byzantine consensus
In a system with Byzantine faults the consensus problem
is defined through the same events as with crash faults
and has almost the same properties. The only difference

1. The standard notion [20] of “correct” and “faulty” processes is
static, i.e., a process that eventually crashes is never correct. This leads
to the distinction between non-uniform and uniform definitions.

2. If we use the standard notion of a “correct” process here, then
this formulation of agreement does not define the standard notion of
uniform consensus [20], as it allows a process to decide a different
value and then to crash. Uniform consensus is therefore typically
defined to require agreement for any two processes. But with Byzantine
faults, a faulty process may decide arbitrarily and thus, no agreement
condition referring to actions of all processes can cover crash faults
and Byzantine faults simultaneously. Hence, our choice to define a
“correct” process in a dynamic, time-dependent way.

lies in the validity condition because one cannot make
any statement about the values that faulty processes
propose. A protocol for Byzantine consensus satisfies the
agreement, integrity, and termination conditions of uni-
form consensus and the following condition:
• Weak validity: If all processes are correct and pro-

pose v, then a correct process may only decide v.
When some processes are faulty, weak validity allows

Byzantine consensus to decide on a value originating
from the faulty processes, which was never proposed
by a correct process. Weak validity contrasts with strong
validity in Byzantine consensus, which requires that if all
correct processes propose v, then a correct process may
only decide v.

2.2.3 Quorums
A quorum in a system of n processes is a set of more than
n/2 processes. Every two quorums overlap in at least one
process. A Byzantine quorum in a system of n processes
that tolerates f Byzantine faults is a set of more than n+f

2
processes. Every two Byzantine quorums overlap in at
least one correct process.

These are the standard majority quorums, but all our
algorithms generalize to arbitrary quorum systems [22],
[23].

2.3 Primitives

2.3.1 Basic abstractions
The protocols use several standard abstractions that
encapsulate elementary message exchange between the
processes, which are characterized in terms of broadcast
and deliver events [20]. In the model with crash faults,
a perfect point-to-point link (pl) abstraction allows any
process to send messages to any other process reliably,
such that if both processes remain correct forever, every
message is eventually delivered to the receiver.

A best-effort broadcast (beb) primitive enables a process
to send a message in a one-shot operation to all pro-
cesses in the system, including itself. Messages are only
guaranteed to be delivered if the sender is correct forever
and to those receivers that do not fail.

We consider a dual notion in the model with Byzantine
faults. Since faulty processes may tamper with mes-
sages sent over the network, the basic communication
abstractions additionally guarantee message integrity.
The interface of these abstractions contains an indication
of the sender for every delivered message. Message
integrity guarantees that if a message m is delivered to
a correct receiver process with indicated sender ps, and
ps is correct up to this time, then ps previously sent m.

An authenticated best-effort broadcast (abeb) abstraction
now is a best-effort broadcast primitive that also guar-
antees message integrity. Authenticated communication
can be implemented easily from point-to-point links with
a message-authentication code (MAC) [24], a symmetric
cryptographic primitive that relies on a secret key shared
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by every pair of processes. We assume that these keys
have been distributed by a trusted entity beforehand.

Finally, we introduce an eventual leader detector (Ω)
abstraction [25]. Ω periodically outputs an event trust(j)
at every process, which indicates that pj is trusted to be
leader. When a process receives this event, it henceforth
trusts pj (until the next trust event or forever). In a model
with crash faults, the eventual leader detector ensures
(1) that there is a time after which every correct process
trusts some process that remains correct forever, and (2)
that there is a time after which no two correct processes
trust a different process.

With Byzantine faults, Ω satisfies the same basic prop-
erties, but cannot be implemented alone from the timeli-
ness of the responses by remote processes. A Byzantine
leader, for instance, might answer promptly but wrongly;
the notion of Byzantine leader detection is application-
specific [26]. But we can exploit the following: If the
leader should perform some action according to the
application within known time bounds and fails to do
so, then other processes may detect this as a failure.
In an eventually synchronous system that has become
stable, this means the process is indeed faulty. There-
fore, Ω with Byzantine faults takes some input from
the application (unlike Ω with crash faults). Specifically,
every process may complain against the currently trusted
leader through a local complain request. The primitive
satisfies property (2) of Ω and instead of property (1),
that (1a) it eventually elects a new leader after more than
f correct processes have complained against the leader,
and that (1b) it does not elect a new leader unless at least
one correct process has complained against the leader.

2.4 Notation for Protocols
Protocols are presented in a modular way following [20].
Every primitive is defined by a protocol module that
may be called by other protocol implementations. Mod-
ules interact asynchronously by exchanging events: A
process may trigger a new event and react to an event
upon being notified. A protocol module can be instan-
tiated statically; this usually happens only once and
occurs implicitly when an algorithm includes the pro-
tocol module among the list of protocols that it uses.
A protocol module can also be instantiated dynami-
cally with an a-priori unknown number of instances.
The initializations of dynamic instances are mentioned
explicitly in the code of the algorithm that calls them.
Dynamically instantiated protocol modules are named
by an identifier. Events are qualified by the respective
module identifier. When an instance causes the basic
communication primitives (pl, beb, abeb) to send and
receive messages, this identifier is contained implicitly
in all messages sent by the instance and only messages
matching the identifier are received by the instance.

3 ABSTRACT LEADER-BASED CONSENSUS
This section presents a leader-based consensus proto-
col, implemented using two abstract primitives called

epoch-change and epoch, which are introduced here. The
consensus protocol invokes a sequence of such epochs,
governed by outputs from epoch-change.

The definitions of the two primitives are the same
for crash faults and for Byzantine faults. The consensus
protocol is also the same for both fault types; only the
problem that it solves differs according to the implemen-
tation of the primitives.

3.1 Primitives
3.1.1 Epoch-change
The task of an epoch-change abstraction is to periodically
output a startepoch(ts, `) event. When this occurs, we say
the process starts epoch (ts, `). The event contains two
parameters, an epoch timestamp ts and a leader index `, that
serve to identify the starting epoch. We require that the
timestamps in the sequence of epochs that are started at
one process are monotonically increasing and that every
process receives the same leader index for a given epoch
timestamp. Eventually the primitive must cease to start
new epochs, and the last epoch started at every correct
process must be the same; furthermore, the leader of this
last epoch must remain correct. More precisely:
• Monotonicity: If a correct process starts an epoch

(ts, `) and later starts an epoch (ts′, `′), then ts′ > ts.
• Consistency: If a correct process starts an epoch

(ts, `) and another correct process starts an epoch
(ts′, `′) with ts = ts′, then ` = `′.

• Eventual leadership: There is a time after which
every correct process has started some epoch and
starts no further epoch, such that (1) the last epoch
started at every correct process is epoch (ts, `); and
(2) p` remains correct forever.

When an epoch-change is initialized, the primitive lo-
cally makes available a default timestamp/leader-index
pair, which is equal at all processes.

3.1.2 Epoch
An epoch is a primitive similar to consensus, where the
processes propose a value and may decide a value. Every
epoch is identified by an epoch timestamp and has a
designated leader. As for consensus, the goal of an epoch
is that all processes decide the same value. But an epoch
is easier to implement than consensus because it only
represents an attempt to reach consensus; an epoch may
not terminate and can be aborted if it does not decide. As
another simplification, only the leader proposes a value
and the epoch is required to decide only when its leader
is correct. Because an epoch may not decide, a protocol
usually runs multiple epochs in a logical sequence such
that later epochs depend on earlier ones.

More precisely, an epoch is initialized with a time-
stamp ts, a leader index `, and some implementation-
specific value state at every process. To start the protocol,
the leader p` must trigger a propose(v) event containing
a value v. When this occurs, we say the leader ep-
proposes v, to distinguish it from proposing a value for
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consensus. One way for an epoch to terminate is to
output an event decide(v). When it occurs, we say the
process ep-decides v.

An epoch may also terminate when the calling pro-
tocol locally triggers an abort event. After receiving this
event, the epoch returns an event aborted(state) to the
caller, containing some internal state. The caller must
use this state to initialize the next epoch in which it
participates. Aborts are always triggered externally; an
epoch does not abort on its own. Different processes may
abort an epoch independently of each other at different
times.

Every process runs at most one epoch at a time; the
process may only initialize a new epoch after the previ-
ously active one has aborted or ep-decided. Moreover,
a process must only initialize an epoch with a higher
timestamp than that of all epochs that it initialized
previously, and it must use the state of the most recently
aborted epoch to initialize the next epoch instance.

Under these assumptions about invoking multiple
epochs, an epoch with timestamp ts and leader p` satisfies
the following properties:
• Validity: If a correct process ep-decides v, then v

was ep-proposed by the leader p`′ of an epoch with
timestamp ts′ ≤ ts.

• Agreement: No two correct processes ep-decide dif-
ferently.

• Integrity: Every correct process ep-decides at most
once.

• Lock-in: If a correct process has ep-decided v in
an epoch with timestamp ts′ < ts, then no correct
process ep-decides a value different from v.

• Termination: If the leader p` is permanently correct,
has ep-proposed a value, and no correct process
aborts the epoch, then every permanently correct
process eventually ep-decides some value.

• Abort behavior: When a permanently correct pro-
cess aborts the epoch, it eventually outputs aborted;
moreover, a correct process outputs aborted only if
the epoch has been aborted by some correct process.

The above validity condition only applies to the model
of crash faults, as it refers to the actions of a leader p`′ ,
which poses a problem if p`′ may suffer from a Byzantine
fault. But our goal is to implement Byzantine consensus,
which requires only weak validity, where all processes
are correct. Thus, we can also use the above notion of
validity for the Byzantine model under the restriction
that all processes are correct.

3.2 Consensus
Algorithm 1 implements consensus from an epoch-
change abstraction (ec) and multiple instances of an
epoch abstraction (ep).

Intuitively, the value that is decided by the consensus
algorithm is the value that is ep-decided by one of the
underlying epochs. The protocol invokes a sequence of
epoch instances, triggered by the startepoch events output

Algorithm 1 Abstract leader-based consensus (c): imple-
ments uniform consensus with crash faults and Byzan-
tine consensus with Byzantine faults (code for pi).

Uses:
Epoch-change (ec)
Epoch (ep)
Eventual leader detector (Ω)

upon 〈init〉 do
val← ⊥
proposed← FALSE
decided← FALSE
Initialize an instance of Epoch-change and obtain

initial timestamp ets0 and leader p`0
Initialize a new instance of Epoch with timestamp

ets0, leader p`0 , and state (0,⊥)
Start timer T
(ets, `)← (ets0, `0)

upon 〈c.propose | v〉 do
val← v

upon 〈ec.startepoch | newts, new`〉 do
trigger 〈ep.abort〉 for instance ets
wait for 〈ep.aborted | state〉 from instance ets
(ets, `)← (newts, new`)
proposed← FALSE
Initialize a new instance of Epoch with time-

stamp ets, leader p`, and state state
Start timer T

upon (` = i) ∧ (val 6= ⊥) ∧ (proposed = FALSE) do
proposed← TRUE
trigger 〈ep.propose | val〉 for instance ets

upon 〈ep.decide | v〉 do
if decided = FALSE then
decided← TRUE
trigger 〈c.decide | v〉

upon 〈T .timeout〉 such that decided = FALSE do
trigger 〈Ω.complain〉

by the epoch-change primitive. These events also contain
timestamp and leader of the next epoch to start. To
switch from one epoch to the next, the protocol aborts
the running epoch, obtains its state, and initializes the
next epoch with the state.

When the process has received a value proposed for
consensus from the caller and the process is also the
leader of the current epoch, then it ep-proposes this
value for the epoch. When the epoch ep-decides a value,
the process also decides that value for consensus, but
continues to participate in the consensus protocol for-
ever, to help other processes decide. The algorithm also
starts a timer T whenever a new epoch begins. If the
leader is not successful and the epoch does not ep-decide
before the before T expires, then the process complains
against the leader at the underlying leader detector Ω.
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The timer is set to an estimate of how long the epoch
should take before ep-deciding, which is increased after
every unsuccessful epoch. (This mechanism is actually
only necessary for the Byzantine model; we assume that
Ω in the crash model simply ignores complaints.)

The complexity of the leader-based consensus protocol
depends entirely on the complexities of the underlying
implementations of epoch-change and epoch, since the
protocol does not directly send any messages using a
point-to-point link abstraction or a best-effort broadcast
abstraction.

Theorem 1. Given implementations of epoch and epoch-
change that tolerate crash faults, Algorithm 1 implements
uniform consensus with crash faults. Moreover, assuming im-
plementations of epoch and epoch-change that tolerate Byzan-
tine faults, Algorithm 1 implements Byzantine consensus with
Byzantine faults.

Proof: All conditions except for validity are the same
for uniform consensus and for Byzantine consensus. But
because we use the weak validity notion of Byzantine
consensus, which assumes that all process are correct,
we can also apply a common argument for validity in
both failure models.

Validity. We show validity by induction on the sequence
of epochs that have ever been started at any correct
process, ordered by their timestamp. According to the
protocol, a process decides v only when it has ep-
decided v in the current epoch; hence, every decision
can be attributed to a unique epoch. Let ts∗ be the
smallest timestamp of any epoch in which some process
decides v. Then this process has ep-decided v in the
epoch with timestamp ts∗. According to the validity
condition of the epoch abstraction, this means that v
was ep-proposed by the leader of some epoch whose
timestamp is at most ts∗, and because a process only ep-
proposes val when val has been proposed for consensus,
the condition holds for a process that decides in epoch
with timestamp ts∗.

Suppose now that validity (of consensus) holds for
every process that decided in some epoch ts′, and
consider a correct process that decides in an epoch
ts > ts′. According to the lock-in property of epoch, it
may only decide v; hence, the validity property holds.
This establishes the validity condition for decisions in all
epochs.

Agreement. According to the discussion in the proof of
validity, every decision of consensus can be attributed to
the decision of a particular epoch. Thus, if two correct
processes decide when they are in the same epoch, then
the agreement condition of an epoch ensures agreement;
otherwise, if they decide in different epochs, the lock-in
property of epochs establishes agreement.

Integrity. This property is straightforward to verify from
the protocol, because the decided flag prevents multiple
decisions.

Termination. It is easy to see that the protocol satisfies the
requirements on invoking a sequence of epochs, from
the monotonicity and consistency of the epoch-change
primitive and because the protocol only initializes a
new epoch after the previous one, which has a smaller
timestamp, has aborted.

According to the eventual leadership property of
epoch-change, there exists some epoch with time-
stamp ts and leader p`, such that no further epoch
starts and p` remains correct forever. Observe that the
protocol only aborts an epoch when the epoch-change
primitive starts another epoch. Since this does not occur,
the termination condition for epoch (ts, `) now implies
that every permanently correct process eventually ep-
decides.

The complaint mechanism satisfies the requirements
of Ω in the Byzantine model because if an epoch has
started at more than f correct processes but takes longer
than the timeout to ep-decide, then more than f correct
processes eventually complain. This causes the election
of a new leader. Furthermore, the Byzantine processes
alone cannot cause Ω to elect a new leader once the
system is stable, because no further correct process will
complain.

4 CONSENSUS (PAXOS/VIEWSTAMPED
REPLICATION)
We give algorithms for the epoch-change and epoch
primitives in a system subject to crash faults. When
they are used in the abstract leader-based consensus,
the resulting protocol closely resembles the mechanism
to reach consensus in the Paxos protocol [1] and in
viewstamped replication [14].

4.1 Implementing epoch-change

The epoch-change protocol in Algorithm 2 relies on an
eventual leader detector primitive and is quite simple.
Process pi maintains two timestamps: a timestamp lastts
of the last epoch that it started (i.e., for which it triggered
a startepoch event), and the timestamp ts of the last epoch
that it attempted to start with itself as leader (i.e., for
which it broadcast a NEWEPOCH message, as described
next). Initially, the process sets ts to its index i. Whenever
the leader detector subsequently makes pi trust itself,
pi adds n to ts and broadcasts a NEWEPOCH message
with ts. When process pi receives a NEWEPOCH message
with a parameter newts > lastts from some p` and
pi most recently trusted p`, then the process triggers
startepoch with parameters newts and `. Otherwise, the
process informs p` using a NACK message that the new
epoch could not be started. When a process receives a
NACK message and still trusts itself, it increments ts by
n and tries again to start an epoch by sending another
NEWEPOCH message.

Algorithm 2 incurs a complexity of O(n) messages and
a communication (bit) complexity of O(n) during stable
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Algorithm 2 Implements epoch-change (ec) with f crash
faults for n > f (code for pi).

Uses:
Eventual leader detector (Ω)
Best-effort broadcast (beb)
Perfect point-to-point links (pl)

upon 〈init〉 do
trusted← 0
lastts← 0
ts← i
Initialize Eventual leader detector Ω

upon 〈Ω.trust | `〉 do
trusted← `
if ` = i then
ts← ts+ n
trigger 〈beb.broadcast | [NEWEPOCH, ts]〉

upon 〈beb.deliver | p`, [NEWEPOCH, newts]〉 do
if ` = trusted ∧ newts > lastts then
lastts← newts
trigger 〈ec.startepoch | newts, `〉

else
trigger 〈pl.send | p`, [NACK]〉

upon 〈pl.deliver | pj , [NACK]〉 do
if trusted = i then
ts← ts+ n
trigger 〈beb.broadcast | [NEWEPOCH, ts]〉

periods. For this calculation and later ones, we assume
that timestamps have constant length.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 implements epoch-change with f
crash faults for n > f .

Proof: Since process pi locally maintains the time-
stamp lastts of the most recently started epoch and com-
pares it to the timestamp in every NEWEPOCH message,
the protocol ensures that pi only starts further epochs
with higher timestamps. This establishes the monotonic-
ity property of epoch-change. Furthermore, the space of
epoch timestamps is partitioned among the n processes.
Hence, no two distinct processes send a NEWEPOCH
message with the same timestamp value, demonstrating
the consistency property.

The eventual leadership property is based on the
properties of the leader detector. Let pt be the process
that is eventually trusted by all correct processes and that
remains correct forever. At the last time when Ω causes pt
to trust itself, it broadcasts a NEWEPOCH message with a
timestamp tts that should cause all processes to start an
epoch with leader pt and timestamp tts. Consider any
correct process pj that receives this message: pj either
last trusted pt and tts is bigger than its variable lastts
and therefore pj starts epoch (tts, t); or the condition
does not hold and pj sends a NACK message to pt. In
the latter case, this message causes pt to increment its

variable ts and to send another NEWEPOCH message.
The properties of Ω ensure that eventually all correct
processes trust pt forever, therefore only pt increments
its ts variable and all other processes have stopped send-
ing NEWEPOCH messages. Hence, pt eventually sends a
NEWEPOCH message with a timestamp bigger than the
lastts variable of pj . Since pj trusts pt when it receives
this message, pj eventually starts some epoch with time-
stamp tts∗ and leader pt. And because pt is correct and
sends the NEWEPOCH message with timestamp tts∗ to
all processes, every correct process eventually starts this
epoch and stops sending NACK messages.

Suppose that pj above is the last process whose NACK
message was delivered to pt. Then, since pt sends the
NEWEPOCH message with timestamp tts∗ to all pro-
cesses, the epoch with timestamp tts∗ is also the last
epoch that every correct process starts. Note that NACK
messages are crucial for establishing the eventual lead-
ership condition.

4.2 Implementing epoch

Algorithm 3 implements one instance of epoch. The
protocol uses best-effort broadcast and perfect point-to-
point links abstractions. In the description, the notation
[x]n for any symbol x is an abbreviation for the n-vector
[x, . . . , x].

Multiple instances of epoch may be executed at the
same point in time on different processes, but when used
in our leader-based consensus protocol (Algorithm 1),
then every process only runs at most one epoch instance
at a time. Different instances never interfere with each
other according to our assumption that every instance
is identified by a unique epoch timestamp and because
point-to-point messages and best-effort broadcast mes-
sages are only received from and delivered to other
epoch instances with the same timestamp.

Intuitively, the protocol works as follows. The leader
tries to impose a decision value on the processes. The
other processes witness the actions of the leader, should
the leader fail, and they also witness actions of leaders in
earlier epochs. Recall that an epoch instance is initialized
with local state (in state), which the previous epoch
instance returned to the process when it was aborted.
The state contains a timestamp and a value. Passing
this to the next epoch only serves the validity and lock-
in properties of an epoch, since these properties (and
no others) link two epochs with different timestamps
together.

The algorithm involves two rounds of message ex-
changes from the leader p` to all processes. The goal is
for p` to write its proposal value to all processes, who
store the epoch timestamp and the value in their state
and acknowledge this to p`. When p` receives enough
acknowledgments, it ep-decides this value. But it may
be that the leader of some previous epoch already ep-
decided some value. To prevent that the epoch violates
lock-in, p` must write the same value again. Hence, p`
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Algorithm 3 Implements epoch (ep) with timestamp
ets and leader p` with crash faults (Paxos/viewstamped
replication), for n > 2f .

Uses:
Best-effort broadcast (beb)
Perfect point-to-point links (pl)

upon 〈init | state〉 do
(valts, val)← state
tmpval← ⊥
states← [⊥]n

accepted← 0

upon 〈ep.propose | v〉 do // only p`
tmpval← v
trigger 〈beb.broadcast | [READ]〉

upon 〈beb.deliver | p`, [READ]〉 do
trigger 〈pl.send | p`, [STATE, valts, val]〉

upon 〈pl.deliver | pj , [STATE, ts, v]〉 do // only p`
states[j]← (ts, v)

upon
∣∣{j|S[j] 6= ⊥

}∣∣ > n/2 do // only p`
(ts, v)← highest(states)
if v 6= ⊥ then
tmpval← v

states← [⊥]n

trigger 〈beb.broadcast | [WRITE, tmpval]〉

upon 〈beb.deliver | p`, [WRITE, v]〉 do
(valts, val)← (ets, v)
trigger 〈pl.send | p`, [ACCEPT]〉

upon 〈pl.deliver | pj , [ACCEPT]〉 do // only p`
accepted← accepted+ 1

upon accepted > n/2 do // only p`
accepted← 0
trigger 〈beb.broadcast | [DECIDED, tmpval]〉

upon 〈beb.deliver | pj , [DECIDED, v]〉
trigger 〈ep.decide | v〉
halt

upon 〈ep.abort〉 do
trigger 〈ep.aborted | (valts, val)〉
halt

first reads the state of the processes by sending a READ
message. Every process answers with a STATE message
containing its locally stored value and the timestamp
of the epoch during which the value was last written.
Process p` receives a quorum of STATE messages and
choses as its proposal value the value that comes with
the highest timestamp, if one exists. This choice is encap-
sulated in a function highest. Then p` writes the chosen
value to all processes with a WRITE message. The write
succeeds when p` receives an ACCEPT message from a
quorum of processes, indicating that they have stored
the value locally. The leader now ep-decides the chosen

value and announces this in a DECIDED message to all
processes; the processes that receive this ep-decide as
well.

Since every two quorums overlap in one process, the
leader is sure to read any value that may have been ep-
decided in a previous epoch and to write it again. Quo-
rums play a similar role as in replicated implementations
of read/write registers.

Remarks. The message complexity of an epoch is O(n),
and the communication complexity of the protocol is
O(nb), where b is a bound on the length of the proposal
values.

When Algorithm 3 is used together with Algorithm 2
to implement consensus using the leader-based ap-
proach according to Algorithm 1, the READ message
can be omitted by making the following trivial mod-
ification. Every process just sends the STATE message
after initializing the epoch instance, in reply to receiving
the NEWEPOCH message. This works because the leader
of the epoch sends READ immediately after it sends a
NEWEPOCH message to all processes in Algorithm 2.

The resulting protocol closely resembles the consensus
algorithm inherent in Paxos [1], [5]. The following table
shows how its messages correspond to those in Lam-
port’s Paxos Synod [1] and Simple Paxos [5] algorithms.

This protocol Paxos Synod Simple Paxos

NACK – inform-higher
NEWEPOCH NextBallot prepare-request
STATE LastVote prepare-response
WRITE BeginBallot accept-request
ACCEPT Voted accept-response
DECIDED Success inform-chosen

Here the READ message is subsumed by the NEWE-
POCH message as explained, in Simple Paxos the inform-
higher message sent by acceptor to a proposer informs
about a higher proposal, and the inform-chosen message
is sent by a distinguished learner with the chosen value.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 3 implements epoch with time-
stamp ets and leader index ` with f crash faults for n > 2f .

Proof: We first establish the lock-in property of an
epoch. Suppose some process has ep-decided v in an
epoch with timestamp ts′ < ts. The process only ep-
decided after receiving a DECIDED message with v from
the leader p`′ of epoch ts′. Before sending this message,
p`′ had broadcast a WRITE message containing v and
had collected ACCEPT messages in response from a set
A of more than n/2 distinct processes. According to the
protocol, these processes set their variables val to v and
valts to ts′.

Consider the next epoch in which the leader sends
a WRITE message, and let its timestamp be ts∗ and
its leader index be `∗. This means that no process has
changed its valts and val variables in any epoch between
ts′ and ts∗. By the assumption on how a process passes
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the state of an epoch to the next one, every process in A
starts epoch ts∗ with state (valts, val) = (ts′, v). Hence,
p`∗ collects STATE messages whose 0-tolerant quorum
maximum is (ts′, v) and broadcasts a WRITE message
containing v. This implies that a process can only ep-
decide v and that the set of processes whose variable
val is equal to v when they abort epoch ts∗ is at least A.
Continuing this argument until epoch ts establishes the
lock-in property.

To show validity, assume that a process ep-decides v.
It is obvious from the protocol that a process only ep-
decides for the value v received in a DECIDED message
from p`; furthermore, every process stores in variable val
only the value received in a WRITE message from the
leader. In both cases, this value comes from the variable
tmpval of the leader. But in any epoch the leader sets
tmpval only to the value that it ep-proposed or to
some value that it received in a STATE message from
another process. By backward induction in the sequence
of epochs, this shows that v was ep-proposed by the
leader in some epoch with timestamp ts′ ≤ ts.

Agreement follows easily from the protocol because p`
sends the same value to all processes in the DECIDED
message. Analogously, integrity follows from the proto-
col.

Termination is also easy to see because when p` is per-
manently correct and no process aborts the epoch, then
p` receives enough ACCEPT messages and broadcasts a
DECIDED messages. Every permanently correct process
eventually receives this message and ep-decides.

Finally, abort behavior is satisfied because the protocol
returns aborted immediately and only if it has been
aborted.

5 BYZANTINE CONSENSUS (PBFT)
This section presents the implementations of epoch-
change and epoch in a system that is subject to Byzantine
faults. When they are plugged into the leader-based
consensus protocol, the result is very similar to the
consensus protocol inherent in the PBFT protocol [15].
In order to simplify the implementation of the epoch
abstraction, we introduce also a conditional collect primi-
tive.

5.1 Implementing epoch-change
We describe a protocol for epoch-change tolerating
Byzantine faults. Like Algorithm 2, which solves the
same problem tolerating crash faults, it relies on an
eventual leader detector primitive. But it is conceptu-
ally simpler than the epoch-change implementation with
crash faults. Algorithm 4 outputs at all correct processes
a sequence of timestamps that always increases by 1, and
the index of the leader of an epoch with timestamp ts is
computed from ts by a function leader, defined by

leader(ts) =

{
ts mod n if ts mod n 6= 0

n otherwise.

Hence, the leader rotates according to a predefined
pattern.

The algorithm maintains the timestamp ts of the most
recently started epoch and a timestamp nextts, which is
equal to ts + 1 during the period when the process has
sent a NEWEPOCH message but not yet started the epoch
with timestamp nextts. Whenever the process observes
that the leader of the current epoch is different from the
process that it most recently trusted, the process begins
to switch to the next epoch by sending a NEWEPOCH
message. Alternatively, the process also begins to switch
to the next epoch after receiving NEWEPOCH messages
from f + 1 distinct processes. Once the process receives
2f + 1 NEWEPOCH messages (from distinct processes) it
starts the epoch.

A correct process waits for NEWEPOCH messages from
f +1 processes before switching to a new epoch because
the Byzantine processes alone must not be able to trigger
an epoch-change without cause. At least one correct
process that no longer trusts the leader of the current
epoch is also needed for switching.

Algorithm 4 Implements epoch-change (ec) with Byzan-
tine faults (code for pi).

Uses:
Eventual leader detector (Ω)
Auth. best-effort broadcast (abeb)

upon 〈init〉 do
ts← 0
nextts← 0
trusted← 0
newepoch← [⊥]n

Initialize Eventual leader detector Ω

upon 〈Ω.trust | `〉 do
trusted← `

upon nextts = ts ∧ trusted 6= leader(ts) do
nextts← ts+ 1
trigger 〈abeb.broadcast | [NEWEPOCH, nextts]〉

upon 〈abeb.deliver | pj , [NEWEPOCH, ts′]〉
such that ts′ = ts+ 1 do
newepoch[j]← TRUE

upon nextts = ts ∧ |{j |newepoch[j] 6= ⊥}| > f do
nextts← ts+ 1
trigger 〈abeb.broadcast | [NEWEPOCH, nextts]〉

upon nextts > ts ∧ |{j |newepoch[j] 6= ⊥}| > 2f do
ts← nextts
newepoch← [⊥]n

trigger 〈ec.startepoch | ts, leader(ts)〉

Remark. The specification of epoch-change permits more
flexible implementations also in the Byzantine model,
i.e., where the leader would not follow predefined pat-
tern. We are not aware of any such solution, however.
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Theorem 4. Algorithm 4 implements epoch-change with f
Byzantine faults for n > 3f .

Proof: We first show monotonicity and consistency. It
is obvious from the algorithm that the timestamps of two
successive epochs started by a correct process increase by
at least 1. Furthermore, the leader of an epoch is derived
deterministically from its timestamp.

To show eventual leadership, and more precisely its
first condition, notice that every correct process sends a
NEWEPOCH message for starting a new epoch whenever
the leader of the current epoch is not the process that
it trusts. Call a process good when it remains correct
forever. Then there exists a time when Ω has caused
every correct process to trust the same good process p`∗
forever. Hence, eventually no good process sends any
further NEWEPOCH messages. When all NEWEPOCH mes-
sages among correct processes have been delivered and
the highest epoch started by a good process has time-
stamp ts∗, then this process has received more than
2f NEWEPOCH messages with timestamp ts∗ by the
protocol.

Since more than f of those messages were sent by
good processes, every good process has also sent a
NEWEPOCH message with timestamp ts∗ according to the
protocol. Thus, every good process eventually receives
also n−f > 2f NEWEPOCH messages with timestamp ts∗

and starts the epoch with timestamp ts∗ and no further
epoch. The second condition in eventual leadership is
evident because the index of the leader is computed by
the leader function from the timestamp value.

5.2 Conditional collect
The purpose of a primitive for conditional collect (CC)
is to collect information in the system, in the form of
messages from all processes, in a consistent way. The
abstraction is invoked at every process by an input(m)
event with an input message m; it outputs a vector M
with n entries through an event collected(M) at every
process, such that M [i] is either equal to UNDEFINED or
corresponds to the input message of pi.

A conditional collect primitive is parametrized by a
condition C, defined on an n-vector of messages, and it
should only output a collected vector that satisfies C. The
condition must be specified at the time when the prim-
itive is initialized, in terms of an efficiently computable
predicate on a vector of messages; the predicate is fixed
and cannot be changed afterwards (for instance, it must
not access variables that may concurrently be updated).
Furthermore, every correct process must specify the
same predicate.

The goal of a conditional collect primitive is to collect
the same vector of messages at every correct process
such that this vector satisfies C. Naturally the correct
processes must all input messages that will satisfy C; oth-
erwise, this goal cannot be achieved. More precisely, we
say that the correct processes input compliant messages
when every correct process pi inputs a message mi such

that any n-vector M with M [i] = mi for every correct
process pi satisfies C(M).

Since the above goal may be difficult to reach in
general, the primitive additionally identifies one special
process p`, called the leader, and must achieve this goal
only when the leader is correct. Specifically, conditional
collect with condition C satisfies:
• Consistency: If the leader remains correct forever,

then every correct process collects the same M , and
this M contains at least n − f messages different
from UNDEFINED.

• Integrity: If some correct process collects M with
M [j] 6= UNDEFINED for some j and pj is correct up
to this time, then pj has input message M [j].

• Termination: If all correct processes input compliant
messages and the leader remains correct forever,
then every permanently correct process eventually
collects some M such that C(M) holds.

Regardless of whether the leader is correct, the in-
tegrity property demands that the primitive must not
modify the input messages of the correct processes in
transit. Note that with a faulty leader, some inputs may
be omitted in the output vector of a correct process, and
the outputs of two correct processes may differ.

The conditional collect primitive is inspired by the
weak interactive consistency (WIC) primitive defined
by Milosevic, Hutle, and Schiper [13], who used it to
simplify Byzantine consensus protocols. Compared to
WIC, conditional collect introduces a leader into the
specification purely for ensuring termination. Although
the leader does not directly appear in the interface of the
primitive, the abstraction serves our goal of explaining
multiple leader-based consensus protocols in a modular
way.

Assuming the processes have access to a public-key
digital signature scheme [19], a two-round protocol im-
plements conditional in a straightforward way: (1) Every
process sends its input m using a (suitably defined)
authenticated point-to-point links primitive to the leader,
(2) the leader collects at least n − f messages with
valid signatures in M such that they satisfy C, (3) uses
authenticated best-effort broadcast to disseminate M ,
and (4) every process verifies that all M [j] 6= UNDEFINED
contain a valid signature by pj before outputting the
collected M . This protocol involves only two rounds of
messages.

Furthermore, a three-round implementation in the
Byzantine model that uses only message authentication
works as follows [15], [13].

1) The protocol starts when a process inputs m. The
process then broadcasts a SEND message containing
m to all processes using authenticated best-effort
broadcast.

2) Whenever a process delivers over authenticated
best-effort broadcast a SEND message with mj from
sender pj (for the first time), it broadcasts a mes-
sage [ECHO, j,mj ] to all processes using authenti-
cated best-effort broadcast.
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3) Until the end of the protocol, every process con-
tinuously counts how many ECHO messages that it
delivers (counting only those from distinct senders)
with respect to every other process.

4) The leader p` initializes every entry in an n-
vector M to UNDEFINED. As soon as p` delivers
more than 2f messages [ECHO, j,mj ] with the same
mj for some j from distinct senders, it sets M [j]←
mj . The leader continues to collect messages like
this until the vector M contains at least n − f
entries different from UNDEFINED and C(M) holds.
Once this is the case, p` broadcasts the message
[CHOICE,M ] to all processes using authenticated
best-effort broadcast.

5) Finally, when a process pi receives a message
[CHOICE,M`] from p` and for every j such that
M`[j] = mj 6= UNDEFINED, process pi receives
also more than f messages [ECHO, j,mj ], then pi
outputs the collected vector M`. Note that this
involves waiting for multiple messages that were
sent in the second step (by all processes) and in the
fourth step (by the leader).

It is easy to verify that this protocol implements condi-
tional collect for n > 3f . The integrity property follows
because for every collected M with M [j] 6= UNDEFINED
where pj is correct, at least one correct process has sent
an ECHO message containing M [j] and thus, also pj has
input M [j]. Furthermore, if p` is correct forever, even
when no faulty process sends any ECHO message, there
are n − f > 2f correct processes that do send ECHO
messages. Since the correct processes input compliant
messages, p` eventually broadcasts a CHOICE message
with M that satisfies C(M) and with at least n−f entries
different from UNDEFINED. Every permanently correct
process that receives this message is also guaranteed to
receive f ECHO messages for every entry as required
to make progress; hence, it collects M , as required by
termination and consistency.

The protocol has message complexity O(n2) and com-
munication complexity O(n2b), assuming that the length
of the input messages is bounded by b. Using a collision-
free hash function whose output is of size κ, the commu-
nication complexity can be reduced to O(nb+ n2κ) [15].

5.3 Implementing epoch

Algorithm 5 implements one instance of epoch with
timestamp ets and leader p` in the Byzantine model. It
invokes a conditional collect primitive. As for the epoch
protocol with crash faults, there may exist multiple
instances with different timestamps in the system, but
one process only runs one instance of epoch at a time
in leader-based consensus. According to our convention,
this also means that ets is contained implicitly in every
message sent by the epoch using the basic communica-
tion primitives.

Similar to Algorithm 3, an epoch consists of a read
phase followed by a write phase. We say that a process

writes a value v when it broadcasts a WRITE message
containing v during the write phase.

The algorithm is initialized with a value state, output
by the epoch consensus instance that the process ran
previously. This value determines its local state and
contains (1) a timestamp/value pair (valts, val) with
the value that the process received most recently in
a Byzantine quorum of WRITE messages, during the
epoch with timestamp valts, and (2) a set writeset of
timestamp/value pairs with one entry for every value
that this process has ever written (where the timestamp
denotes the most recent epoch in which the value was
written).

The read phase obtains the states from all processes to
determine whether there exists a value that may already
have been ep-decided. In the case of crash faults, it was
sufficient that the leader alone computed this value and
wrote it; with Byzantine processes the leader might write
a wrong value. Thus, every process must repeat the
computation of the leader and write a value, in order
to validate the choice of the leader.

The algorithm starts by the leader broadcasting a
READ message to all processes, which triggers every pro-
cess to invoke conditional collect. Every process inputs a
message [STATE, valts, val, writeset] containing its state.
The leader in conditional collect is the leader p` of the
epoch.

The conditional collect primitive determines whether
there exists a value (from an earlier epoch) that must be
written during the write phase; if such a value exists,
the read phase must identify it or conclude that no
such value exists. To this end, we introduce a predicate
sound(M) on an n-vector M of STATE messages, to be
used in the conditional collect primitive. An entry of
M may be defined and contain a STATE message or may
be undefined and contain UNDEFINED. In every defined
entry, there is a timestamp ts, a value v, and a set of
timestamp/value pairs, representing the writeset of the
originating process. When process p` is correct, at least
n − f entries in the collected M are defined; otherwise,
more than f entries may be undefined.

The predicate sound is formulated in terms of two
conditions. Together they determine whether the STATE
messages in M indicate that a certain timestamp/value
pair (ts, v) occurs often enough among the defined
entries of M so that a process may already have ep-
decided v in an earlier epoch. If yes, value v must be
written.

The first condition gathers evidence for such a value,
which consists of a Byzantine quorum of defined entries
in M . A suitable timestamp/value pair is one with the
highest timestamp among some Byzantine quorum of
defined entries in M . If such a pair exists, then its value
is a candidate for being written again in this epoch
consensus instance. (However, it could also be a value
from a forged entry of a Byzantine process; the second
condition will filter out such values.)

Formally, we introduce a predicate
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quorumhighest(ts, v,M), which returns TRUE whenever
the timestamp/value pair (ts, v) appears in an entry
of M and contains the largest timestamp among
some Byzantine quorum of entries in M . In other
words, quorumhighest(ts, v,M) is TRUE whenever
M [j] = [STATE, ts, v, ws] for some j and some ws and∣∣{j |M [j] = [STATE, ts′, v′, ws′]

∧
(
ts′ < ts ∨ (ts′, v′) = (ts, v)

)}∣∣ > n+ f

2
,

and FALSE otherwise.
The second condition determines whether a value v

occurs in some writeset of an entry in M that originates
from a correct process; since up to f entries in M may be
from faulty processes, these must be filtered out. When
the writeset of more than f processes contains (ts, v)
with timestamp ts or a higher timestamp than ts, then
v is certified and some correct process has written v in
epoch ts or later. To capture this, we define a predicate
certifiedvalue(ts, v,M) to be TRUE whenever∣∣{j |M [j] = [STATE, ·, ·, ws′] ∧ ∃ (ts′, v′) ∈ ws′

such that ts′ ≥ ts ∧ v′ = v
}∣∣ > f,

and FALSE otherwise. As will become clear, a process
never writes ⊥; therefore, the value ⊥ is never certified
for any timestamp.

For a timestamp/value pair (ts, s) occuring in M , we
say that M binds ts to v whenever |{j|M [j] 6= ⊥}| ≥ n−f
and

quorumhighest(ts, v,M) ∧ certifiedvalue(ts, v,M).

We abbreviate this by writing binds(ts, v,M).
When |{j|M [j] 6= ⊥}| ≥ n−f and the timestamps from

a Byzantine quorum of entries in M are equal to 0 (the
initial timestamp value), then we say that M is unbound
and abbreviate this by writing unbound(M).

Finally, the predicate sound(M) is TRUE if and only
if there exists a timestamp/value pair (ts, v) in M such
that M binds ts to v or M is unbound, that is,

sound(M) ≡
(
∃ (ts, v) such that binds(ts, v,M)

)
∨ unbound(M).

Every correct process initializes the conditional collect
primitive with this predicate sound.

We now return to the algorithm, where conditional
collect outputs a vector states. As shown later, the inputs
of the correct processes are compliant when they all in-
put a STATE message to the conditional collect primitive.
Thus, when the leader is correct, the primitive outputs
a vector states that satisfies sound(states) = TRUE. If
states binds ts to some v 6= ⊥, then the process must
write v; otherwise, states is unbound and the process
writes the value from the leader p`, which it finds in
states[`]. The process sends a WRITE message to all
processes with the value. In case sound(states) = FALSE,
the leader must be faulty and the process does not take
any further action in this epoch.

When a process has received more than n+f
2 WRITE

messages from distinct processes containing the same
value v, it sets its state to (ets, v) and broadcasts an
ACCEPT message with v. When a process has received
more than n+f

2 ACCEPT messages from distinct processes
containing the same value v, it ep-decides v.

Algorithm 5 Implements epoch (ep) with timestamp ets
and leader p` with Byzantine faults (PBFT), for n > 3f .

Uses:
Auth. best-effort broadcast (abeb)
Conditional collect (cc)

upon 〈init | state〉 do
(valts, val, writeset)← state
written← [⊥]n

accepted← [⊥]n

upon 〈ep.propose | v〉 do // only p`
if val = ⊥ then val← v
trigger 〈abeb.broadcast | [READ]〉

upon 〈abeb.deliver | pj , [READ]〉 such that j = ` do
Initialize a new instance of Conditional collect

with leader p` and predicate sound
trigger 〈cc.input | [STATE, valts, val, writeset]〉

upon 〈cc.collected | states〉 do
// note that states[j] = [STATE, ts, v, ws] or

states[j] = UNDEFINED
tmpval← ⊥
if ∃ ts ≥ 0, v 6= ⊥ such that binds(ts, v, states) then
tmpval← v

else if ∃ v 6= ⊥ such that unbound(states)
∧ states[`] = [STATE, ·, v, ·] then

tmpval← v
if tmpval 6= ⊥ then

if ∃ ts such that (ts, tmpval) ∈ writeset then
writeset← writeset \ {(ts, tmpval)}

writeset← writeset ∪ {(ets, tmpval)}
trigger 〈abeb.broadcast | [WRITE, tmpval]〉

upon 〈abeb.deliver | pj , [WRITE, v]〉 do
written[j]← v

upon ∃ v such that |{j |written[j] = v}| > n+f
2 do

(valts, val)← (ets, v)
written← [⊥]n

trigger 〈abeb.broadcast | [ACCEPT, val]〉

upon 〈abeb.deliver | pj , [ACCEPT, v]〉 do
accepted[j]← v

upon ∃ v such that |{j | accepted[j] = v}| > n+f
2 do

accepted← [⊥]n

trigger 〈ep.decide | v〉
halt

upon 〈ep.abort〉 do
trigger 〈ep.aborted | (valts, val, writeset)〉
halt
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Remarks. The cost of an epoch when using the three-
round implementation of conditional collect described
previously is as follows. The message complexity of
an epoch is O(n2), and the communication complexity
is O(n2bw), where b is a bound on the length of the
proposal values and w is the maximal number of time-
stamp/value pairs that any correct process holds in the
writeset variable in its state.

When the epoch protocol is used together with Algo-
rithm 4 to implement consensus using the leader-based
approach of Algorithm 1, the protocol can be simplified
in two ways.

First, the READ message can be omitted. Since the
leader of the epoch sends READ immediately after it
sends a NEWEPOCH message to all processes in Algo-
rithm 4, every process simply inputs the STATE message
to conditional collect after initializing the epoch instance,
in reply to receiving the NEWEPOCH message.

Second, in the first epoch the conditional collect primi-
tive for reading the state of all processes may be skipped
because all processes apart from the leader initially store
the default state. Only the initial leader needs to send its
state using authenticated best-effort broadcast.

The protocol resulting from these two optimizations
contains an initial message from the leader to all pro-
cesses and two rounds of echoing the message among
all processes. This communication pattern first appeared
in Bracha’s reliable broadcast protocol [27] and is also
used during the “normal-case” operation of a view in
the PBFT protocol.

The resulting protocol closely resembles the Byzantine
consensus algorithm inherent in PBFT [15]. The follow-
ing table shows how its messages correspond to those
in Bracha’s broadcast and PBFT. (The READ message is
again subsumed by the NEWEPOCH message. The view-
change-ack and new-view messages of PBFT are subsumed
by our CC primitive.)

This protocol Bracha PBFT

NEWEPOCH – view-change
STATE initial pre-prepare
WRITE echo prepare
ACCEPT ready commit

Theorem 5. Algorithm 5 implements epoch with time-
stamp ets and leader index ` with f Byzantine faults for
n > 3f .

Proof: We first establish the lock-in property of an
epoch. Suppose some correct process has ep-decided v
in an epoch with timestamp ts′ < ts. The process only
ep-decided after collecting ACCEPT messages containing
v from more than n+f

2 processes; among the processes
that sent those messages, there exists a set A of more
than n+f

2 − f > f correct processes. According to the
protocol, they all set their variables val to v and valts
to ts′.

The members of A only sent an ACCEPT message after

collecting WRITE messages containing v from more than
n+f
2 processes; among these processes, there exists a set
W of more than n+f

2 −f > f correct processes. According
to the protocol, they all added (ts′, v) to their variable
writeset.

Consider the next epoch instance with timestamp
ts∗ > ets, in which any correct process pj col-
lects states from conditional collect (CC) such that
binds(states, ts∗, v∗) for some v∗ 6= ⊥. We claim that
v∗ = v.

To see this, observe that no correct process has sent
a WRITE message in any epoch between ts′ and ts∗.
This means that no correct process has changed its valts,
val, and writeset variables. By the assumption about
how a correct process passes the state from one epoch
to the next, every process in A starts epoch ts∗ with
its state containing (valts, val) = (ts′, v). Furthermore,
every process in W starts epoch ts∗ with a variable
writeset that contains (ts′, v). The integrity property of
CC ensures that these state values are not modified in
transit by the primitive. Hence, the vector states output
to pj satisfies that quorumhighest(ts′, v, states) = TRUE
because the state from at least one member of A is
contained in every Byzantine quorum . Furthermore,
certifiedvalue(ts′, v, states) = TRUE because the write-
sets of all processes in W include (ts′, v).

Consequently, pj writes v, and any other correct pro-
cess that writes also writes v. This proves the above claim
and implies that a correct process can only ep-decide v
in epoch ts∗. Furthermore, the set of correct processes
that set val to v and valts to a value at least as large
as ts′ when they abort epoch ts∗ is now at least A.
Using the same reasoning, the set of correct processes
whose writeset variable contains (ts′, v) is also at leastA.
Continuing this argument until epoch ts establishes the
lock-in property.

To show validity, assume that a correct process ep-
decides v. It is obvious from the protocol that a correct
process only ep-decides for the value v received in an
ACCEPT message from a Byzantine quorum of processes
and that any correct process only sends an ACCEPT
message with v after receiving v in a WRITE message
from a Byzantine quorum of processes. Moreover, any
correct process only sends a WRITE message with v in
two cases: either (1) after collecting a vector states that
binds ts to v or (2) after collecting states that is unbound
and taking v from states[`], which was input by p`. In
case (2), the validity property is satisfied. In case (1), we
continue by applying the same argument inductively,
backward in the sequence of epochs, until we reach
an epoch where states is unbound; in that epoch, the
reasoning for case (2) applies. This shows that v was ep-
proposed by the leader in some epoch with timestamp
ts′ ≤ ts.

For the agreement condition, observe how any correct
process that ep-decides v must have received more than
n+f
2 ACCEPT messages with v. Since a correct process

only sends one ACCEPT message in an epoch and as n >
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3f , it is not possible that another correct process receives
more than n+f

2 ACCEPT messages with a value different
from v. The agreement property follows. The integrity
property is easy to see directly from the protocol.

To show termination, note that all correct processes in-
put compliant STATE messages to the CC primitive, and
therefore sound(M) = TRUE when at least n− f entries
of M are those STATE messages. To see this, suppose the
state of a correct process contains a pair (ts, v); the pair is
either (0,⊥) or was assigned after receiving a Byzantine
quorum of WRITE messages in epoch ts. In the latter
case, no output vector M containing this pair could be
unbound. Since n+f

2 > 2f , it follows from the protocol
that v is also in the writeset of more than f correct
processes. Consider now the pair (ts′, v′) with the largest
timestamp ts′ ≥ ts held by a correct process. This pair
has the maximum timestamp in the state of a Byzantine
quorum of correct processes. In addition, the writesets
of more than f correct processes contain (ts′, v′). Hence,
conditional collect with a correct leader may obtain a
vector M such that binds(ts′, v′M). Alternatively, if a
Byzantine quorum of correct processes input a state with
timestamp 0, the algorithm can find an unbound M .
Hence, conditional collect eventually outputs M such
that sound(M) holds.

If p` is good, every correct process collects the same
vector states with at least n−t entries different from UN-
DEFINED by the consistency property of CC (recall that
a process is good when it remains correct forever).
Hence, every good process eventually assigns tmpval 6=
⊥ and broadcasts a WRITE message containing some
value tmpval. More precisely, all n − f > n+f

2 good
processes write the same tmpval by the consistency
property of CC. Hence, every good process eventually
broadcasts an ACCEPT message with tmpval and every
good process eventually ep-decides because no further
aborts occur.

Finally, abort behavior is satisfied because the protocol
returns aborted immediately and only if it has been
aborted.

6 RELATED WORK
Lamport’s second description of Paxos [5] presents the
protocol on a high level and in simple terms, without the
formal overhead of the original paper [1]. This version,
called Simple Paxos, further separates the processes by
their role and by the message(s) they send: a process can
be a proposer, an acceptor, or a learner. In the previous
descriptions, these roles are implemented by the same
global set of n processes. For ease of exposition, we
maintain a global set of processes here.

De Prisco et al. [6] give a precise formulation of
the crash-tolerant Paxos protocol in terms of the Clock
General Timed Automaton model. They analyze the
performance of Paxos both under normal behavior and
when process crashes and timing failures occur.

Lampson [7] unifies the Paxos protocol, Disk
Paxos [28], and the PBFT protocol through a set of

abstract conditions on Paxos algorithms. He structures
the protocol into successive views, corresponding to
the epochs of our work. The conditions are formulated
through predicates, which are sometimes not local. These
are then instantiated by communication primitives cor-
responding to the three protocols. Due to the formal and
non-constructive nature of the work, it is less suitable as
an introduction to the Paxos family of protocols.

Boichat et al. [8], [9] were the first to identify a
read/write register abstraction in Paxos, and to show
how the Paxos protocol results from a combination of an
eventual register primitive and an eventual leader election
abstraction. Their register-based algorithm maintains the
efficiency of the Paxos protocol. Guerraoui and Ray-
nal [11] extend this deconstruction and apply it to other
models. Our work is based on a version of this algo-
rithm [20], which uses a notion of abortable consensus.

Several versions of the Paxos protocol and related
algorithms permit that correct processes crash and re-
cover again later. Through logging critical data in stable
storage, they may resume and participate again in the
protocol. For practical deployment this feature is very
important. But we have left it out in order to better ex-
pose the algorithmic mechanism. Allowing processes to
crash and recover can still be added to our formulations
through generic methods [20].

Chockler and Malkhi [29] introduce the notion of a
ranked register to solve consensus with the Paxos algo-
rithm. They implement the abstraction with a collection
of read-modify-write objects subject to faults, as they are
available from disk storage devices, for example.

Malkhi et al. [30] further relax the conditions on the
leader-election oracle Ω that is sufficient to implement
Paxos. Their algorithm guarantees to elect a leader
(and to reach agreement using Paxos) in the absence
of links that become eventually timely, only based on
the assumption that one process can send messages and
receives enough replies in time from a dynamic subset
of the processes.

Li et al. [12] present the first unified treatment (be-
fore this paper) of crash-tolerant and Byzantine-tolerant
versions of Paxos, which comes with actual implemen-
tations. Taking up the read/write register-based abstrac-
tion, their work extends it to the model with Byzantine
faults and gives protocols to implement a Paxos register
for both types of failures. Our model makes the epochs
more prominently visible in contrast to their work; since
epochs correspond to views in the PBFT protocol, our
model is closer to the structure of PBFT and its sequence
of alternating views and view changes.

The PBFT protocol exists in variations with and with-
out public-key digital signatures. Our work does not
rely on them for explaining the PBFT protocol, but the
PBFT-like implementation based on the Paxos register
uses signatures [12]. Since PBFT without signatures has
become a landmark and has inspired many subsequent
practical systems and protocols [31], all avoiding digital
signatures for increased efficiency, our explanation cov-
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ers their structure as well.
A recent paper of Rütti, Milosevic, and Schiper [32]

shares our goal of presenting multiple consensus algo-
rithms in one formalism. It covers not only the Paxos
algorithm but also its “fast” variants in both failure mod-
els. Since the paper uses a round model of communica-
tion, the formulation of the algorithms is different. The
assumptions required for the algorithms seem stronger:
for instance, some critical rounds of the corresponding
protocols in [32] have to satisfy a predicate (Pgood) that
ensures all correct processes to receive every message
sent by a correct process. No such assumption is used
here (and neither in the original Paxos and PBFT proto-
cols). The formulation in the round-model appears to be
more abstract and further away from the original Paxos
and PBFT descriptions.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper describes Paxos-style consensus protocols
tolerating crashes and Byzantine faults in a modular
way. An abstract consensus protocol runs an epoch-
change abstraction and a sequence of epoch abstractions,
which can be implemented in both failure models.

Our formulation uses a deeper decomposition of the
protocols compared to the previous works. We find it
at the same time easier to understand and more faithful
to the originals, because it illustrates the role of succes-
sive epochs, representing the numbered proposals [5]
or ballots [1] in Paxos and the views in PBFT [15].
Furthermore, it uses a leader-election oracle also for
the Byzantine case, which was not the case in previous
works.
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